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From  

  The General Manager/Commercial, 
  UHBVN, Panchkula. 

To  
  All CEs/(OP)/SEs(OP)Xens/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN. 
  
  Memo No.  Ch-164/TR-99(90) Loose-B
  Dated:  18.02.09
  
Subject: Release of electricity connections in urban slums/un-authorised colonies 
and areas.   
  

   It has been observed that some of the slums/un-authorised colonies 
have mushroomed in the land of Municipal Committee/HUDA/other govt. depts. 
/bodies. As a policy matter, UHBVN neither extends the electricity distribution 
system to such colonies nor does it release the connection without proper 
property ownership and/ or documents according to HERC Duty to Supply & 
Recovery of Expenditure Regulations 2005.  

  
  As a result, large number of urban dwellers are unable to get a legal 
electric connection. This results in stealing electricity through ‘Kundi’ and the 
Nigam losses a potential paying consumer.  

  
   With a view to overcome the above problem and to plug the leakage of 
revenue through theft of energy in urban slums/unauthorized colonies and areas, 
it has been decided to release the temporary or regular bulk domestic 
connections to such colonies in the name of their registered association 
/societies/ institutions/ registered resident welfare association/registered NGOs 
which should be registered under a Central/State act on the following terms and 
conditions:  

  
  The connections will be released under bulk supply tariff as mentioned in the

tariff schedule.   
  The metering point of the connection will be situated in an authorized area.  

  The creation of/ augmentation of or the maintenance & erection of the 
electric infrastructure beyond the 11KV metering arrangement will be done by 
the bulk supply consumers as per the Electricity Rules 1956 and fulfillme
all regulations of HERC. Also the further distribution of the electricity to 
individual consumers will be made as per the tariff regulations of HERC. BS 
consumer should raise bills as per HERC laid ta



should observe HERC standards of performance – as laid for 
distribution licensee and HERC supply Codes/Regulations.   

  The already existing electricity infrastructure in these colonies, if any, can be
taken over by the bulk supply consumers on outright purchase/rental basis.
User shall have to either pay the total cost of infrastructure or undertake to 
pay the rental of the infrastructure to the Nigam on the basis of norms laid by
the Nigam in this regard.   

  All the expenditure incurred by the Nigam to release the connections to such
colonies will be borne by the bulk supply consumers.   

  The distribution transformers installed for these colonies should have auto
tripping facility and the capacity of such transformers should match with the
connected load.   

  There should be monthly energy auditing of these type of connections with 
respect to the DT metering /consumer metering.   

  Bulk supply consumer shell keep proper records of bills raised/infrastructure
erected/complaints etc.   

  There will be no LT bare conductor lines in side the slum/colonies and the LT
PVC cable/ABC shall only be provided. The individual connection shall be
released through junction boxes and there will be no joint/taping on the
individual 2/c PVC wire from junction box to the meter.  

  The distribution transformers shall be provided on the boundary/periphery of
the slum/colonies after eliminating the chances of Kundi connection direct
from the LT bushings of the distribution transformer.  

  The complete lay out shall be approved by the respective CE (OP) before
execution of the work.  

  All distribution transformers should be provided with electronic CT meters so
as to assess the actual energy supplied and billed/amount realized.   

  All energy meters should be provided in junction box to be provided on pole to
further avoid any chance of theft by the consumer or other residents.  

  Development charges as per instructions contained in S.C. No. U-18/2008 dated
29.04.2008 shall be levied as these are                   unauthoised colonies.   

 

  

UHBVN, Panchkula. 

  
The above instructions should be brought for the notice of all concerned for careful and
meticulous compliance.   

     General Manager/Commerci


